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Climbing in the Kagbhusandi Valley

Alpine Club 150th Anniversary Expedition

'How quickly can I get home from here?' The thought popped into my
head as the sub-surface gave way beneath my feet and I sank from knee to
thigh deep in wet snow. I was at 3900m in the Garhwal and the first flurries
of the next snowfall were gathering up-valley where clouds swagged around
obscured summits. Climbing prospects looked bleak.

Stumping back to camp I thought back over our efforts to reach this point:
the night train from Delhi to Haridwar-Rishikesh, the daring, horn-blasting
drive to Joshimath, the days discovering elaborate shrines and a family of
wild boar in the woods above Auli while Parvan, our fixer, explored the
labyrinth of bureaucracy surrounding our permits, the further drive along
the Badrinath road to Govindghat, starting point for the Valley of Flowers,
where the walk-in began, the 'monsoon' rainfall en route and the regular
doses of stomach medication.

It had not all been negative: on the first day's trek we had a timely reminder
of the Alpine and Himalayan clubs' links with tradition by a chance meeting
with Nanda Sinh Chauhan. Ninety-four years old, he was a runner for
Frank Smythe in 1931 and 1937 when Smythe explored the Valley of
Flowers. This was, after all, a joint AC/Himalayan Club expedition that
Harish Kapadia had organised to celebrate the AC's ISOth anniversary: I
told myself I should be made of sterner stuff.

Harish had first entered the Kagbhusandi (Tal) valley in early May 2006.
Hathi Parvat and Otika Danda had been climbed from the north but the
other peaks around the valley had not been touched. With so much left to
do, Harish's interest in the climbing potential of the area was soon shared
by Atul Rawal and AC members Chris Astill, Mick Cottam, Mark Higton
and myself. By returning in late May 2007 we had hoped to avoid the
unexpectedly deep snow that had thwarted Harish's attempt to cross the
Kankul Khal pass in 2006. Leaving the Valley of Flowers trail at Bhuidhar,
we had trekked up the Kagbhusandi valley in three days to a base camp at
Chhaiyan Kharak (381Sm) with Hathi Parvat (6727m) towering to the north.
It was just above base camp that I had recognized that this year's weather
was no better and was tempted to cut and run.

Doubts persisted as an attempt to get higher on the glacier foundered
amongst the snowed-up rocks of a moraine ridge after taking hours to reach
4127m. Then a fine morning prompted an exploration of the approaches
to the Kankul Khal. Mick heroically broke trail all the way to the pass at
466Sm despite the difficult snow conditions and deteriorating weather while
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I reeled along in his wake nursing a stomach upset and wondering why I
hadn't brought skis. We descended the last slopes in a thunderstorm but by
evening the weather had cleared and the moon came up like a lamp from
behind a ridge of Otika Danda, setting the whole cirque glimmering.

With improving weather, the team then made several forays up the steep
flanks of the valley in the hope of spotting likely lines. Plenty of ridges and
couloirs attracted attention, but looked to be tough propositions in the
prevailing conditions. Ridges were plastered with snow and the couloirs
avalanching. Mick pointed out a possible line on the peak immediately
west of the Kankul Khal and early on a clear morning we headed up the
ablation valley on the left bank of the glacier, going on to kick steps in our
old tracks back towards the pass. We camped on a broad snow terrace at
4350m enjoying spectacular views northwards to Gori and Hathi Parvat.

At 6am we were away up the crisp snow to scramble up a wide jumble of
boulders that fanned down from the first snowfield. Mick and Chris crossed
to a weakness in the rock band ahejld near a large avalanche cone while I
headed right up a snow slope towards a saddle that looked to access the
upper snowfield more easily. It didn't. I emerged at a breche on a very
narrow and technical ridge that did indeed lead to the upper snowfield but
not anything like safely enough for me. There was nothing for it but to go
back and traverse over to the other line with Mark, by then about half an
hour behind the others.

The line of weakness was as scrappy as I'd imagined, a mixture of unstable
snow, loose rock and wet earth, but we emerged on the upper snowfield
looking forward to using the steps kicked by the earlier pair. Unfortunately
that half hour had made a significant difference. Although only 8am, the
temperature had risen to a point where the steps regularly collapsed and as
the snowfield rose into a broad ridge that then narrowed into a steeper
continuation spur, Mark and I found it hard going in the increasing heat.
At the spur, Mick and Chris took the couloir flanking it on the left but
Mark and I were concerned about avalanche danger and climbed the spur
direct in four pitches of about Scottish Ill.

At the top of the spur our routes converged as a narrow ridge swung west
to merge into the east face. We climbed four more pitches of mixed ground
to gain a massive granite block that we had originally thought to be the
summit. The true summit, complete with blade-like rock pinnacle, was
another 60m along a narrow snow ridge and gave a GPS reading of 5030m.
Consensus later graded the route at AD. The weather deteriorated and Mark
and I descended to camp in a snowstorm to see Mick returning to base
camp. We remained at the 4350m camp with Chris, gaining a little more
acclimatisation and later having to rescue the tent porch that was ripped
off by a ferocious wind during the night.

Next morning I dawdled down alone. A weasel popped out on the snow,
took a look at me then popped back under his boulder. Lower still, birds



112. Anniversary mountaineering. On the joint AC/HC Garhwal expedition.
Peak AC I SO is the nearest of the three peaks left of centre. (Dave Wynne-Jones)

113. The west ridge of Dhanesh Parvat at dawn. (Dave Wynne-Jones)
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were singing and a carpet of tiny purple flowers had sprung up in the
waterlogged meadows exposed by the melting snow. Back at base camp,
the team was unanimous in its recommendation of a name for the mountain
- Peak AC 150.

Much debate ensued about our next route. With Chris unwell, Mick,
Mark and I geared up for a night out on the upper Barmal glacier whilst
Harish's team made an attempt to traverse the Kankul KhaI. In the end
they had to settle for a 'picnic in the snow' as conditions were far too
dangerous for porters to carry loads over the pass. However, the reconnais
sance of the glacier yielded good views of the peaks at its head and the
Barmal Khal, a newly discovered pass at over 5000m. Unfortunately the
north face of Barmal proved to be uniformly threatened by serac collapse,
but the southern glacier approach to unclimbed 5490m Dhanesh Parvat
looked objectively safe. Next day we decided to head north, cache camp
ing gear at the foot of that glacier, and descend the ablation valley on the
right bank of the Barmal glacier. This descent proved less than straightfor
ward with a long tricky traverse ora crumbling moraine ridge before we
could gain that ablation valley and boot-ski down the soft snow. Around
base camp yellow azaleas were opening their delicate pale flowers amongst
the blowsier purple blooms of dwarf rhododendrons.

Chris recovered, was unhappy about the glacier route and Mark was
suffering badly from sunburn so it was just Mick and I who set out next
day, with a couple of porters, to bring down Chris's tent. It was a light load
and they went off back to base camp, sliding on their bums, whooping and
generally enjoying themselves while we went on to make camp.

Next morning we climbed on up the right side of the tributary glacier
where avalanche debris from the couloirs of Otika Danda had filled in the
crevasses and well away from the seracs piled on the left. At about 5000m
we found a reasonably flat site for camp 2, a safe distance from the nearest
couloirs, and settled in for a day of dozing. The couloirs had other ideas
and from 2pm until 4pm unloaded an impressive tonnage of ice blocks,
snow and rocks. Just as we had convinced ourselves that the campsite was
safe, the nearest couloir would unleash a particularly loud roar that had us
ducking our heads out of the tent door to check through the clouds of ice
crystals that we really were sufficiently far from it. By 4pm the cloud build
up was enough to take temperatures down and switch off the avalanche
machines. Relieved, we had dinner and snoozed on through the evening.

The moon was casting shadow profiles of the ridges of Otika Danda onto
the snow as we left at lam, but it still didn't seem to be cold enough and we
found ourselves post-holing at 5200m. The glacier headwall was little better,
however a narrow snow ridge running north to a broader saddle led us to
fumer snow below the west ridge of Dhanesh Parvat. We took a rest,
snacking and gazing over the pre-dawn mountains. North slumbered Tibet
while in the east the glow of the coming day built steadily, silhouetting
peaks a deep black against the orange sky.
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114.. Mick Cottam leading the fIrst pitch on the east face of the summit block of
Dhanesh Parvat. (Dave Wynne-Jones)
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The ridge climbed steeply to a narrow crest of snow and rock running
into the sheer face of the granite summit block. It looked hard. Several
lines might be possible: a steep crack to the left, a wider chimney crack
with a couple of wedged chockstones, a zigzag chimney closed at the top
with overhanging blocks, a traverse onto the south-west face to gain a snowy
gully filled with precariously balanced blocks. All proved too difficult, loose,
cold or unstable to commit to, though we spent two hours establishing this.

Conceding defeat we retreated down the ridge; then from below Mick
spotted a narrow snow ramp rising under the overhanging north face of the
summit monolith. High above the glacier, the doubtful snow seemed on
the verge of sliding off into the void. However, we were able to fix runners
in the wall above the ramp and two pitches led to the east face of the summit
block. Sun-warmed rock just the right side of vertical rose in cracks and
spaced narrow ledges above us. Mick led the first pitch, finding it harder
and looser than expected. Above I found it harder still. A good nut unlocked
a difficult sequence that Mick reckoned was at least British 4c. I don't
normally lead 4c in plastic boots but the moves just seemed to be coming
together so I went with it. No one conquers a mountain; the mountain
whispers the way, but you have to be listening. A poor runner protected a
precarious traverse along a narrowing boot ledge before a series of cracks
and broken ledges led to easier ground. And suddenly I was there, pulling
over the top block to see the glittering ridges of Hathi Parvat beyond and
shouting a great 'Yes!' of delight.

Photos, a bite to eat, and we were abseiling down the icy cracks of the
west face before carefully reversing the west ridge. By daylight it was possible
to avoid the unconsolidated snow of the avalanche cones on the glacier
and we made better time back to camp 2. Time enough, at 10.30, to break
camp and get back to base camp, though I was wasted by the time I got
there! We graded the route D.

Chris and Mark were away, making the first ascent of the peak lying to
the east of the Kankul Khal. From a camp below the pass they first ascended
a couloir falling west from the north ridge of the main summit. Wet snow
on the ridge obliged them to traverse into another rock couloir on the east
face that led to the summit. The peak was given 5080m on the map though
the GPS reading was lower than AC 150 and the route was graded at about
AD. Kankul Peak was recommended for its name.

Having run out of time for another route, the team retraced its steps to
Bhuidhar rather faster than expected, leaving time enough for an excursion
to Hemkund Sahib, the highestgurudwara (Sikh temple) in the world. Each
day 5000 Sikhs were passing Bhuidhar on pilgrimage. Whilst the numbers
were something of a culture shock after our relatively remote valley there
was no denying the determination of whole families, motivated simply by
faith, to leave Birmingham or the plains of the Punjab and climb to more
than 4000m. I was glad that I hadn't failed my own test of faith all those
days ago, knee-deep in wet snow above base camp.
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Back at Bhuidhar we held a memorable birthday party, complete with
cake, marking 150 years of the Alpine Club. The expedition had been a
superb way of celebrating the roots of both the AC and the Himalayan
Club in exploratory mountaineering.

Summary: An account of the joint Himalayan Club and Alpine Club
expedition to the Kagbhusandi valley, Garhwal Himalaya, to celebrate the
l50th anniversary of the AC. The exploration of the valley included first
ascents of three 5000m peaks.

Acknowledgements: Particular thanks are due to Harish Kapadia for
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Higton for co-ordinating the UK end, and to the Alpine Club Climbing
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115. Party time at the end of the joint AC/HC Garhwal expedition.
(Dave Wynne-Jones)
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